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The Fortunes Of Texas: The Rulebreakers
Making their own rules for love in the Wild West!

$14.99

❏ 9781489255709

Return Of The Hero
Soldier On Her Doorstep / The Army Ranger’s
Return / The Soldier’s Sweetheart

Soraya Lane

❏ 9781489246745

Birthright

Fiona Lowe

❏ 9781489250605

Sisters Like Us

Susan Mallery

SPECIAL RELEASES

Cindi Myers /
Debbie Herbert

NZ $14.99
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(10.30am–6.00pm NZ)

$11.25
AUS $14.99
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NZ $14.99

$14.99

$11.25
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Mills & Boon
Lvl 13, 201 Elizabeth St
Sydney NSW 2000

SECOND CHANCE
SOLDIER

$27.99

First-Time Valentine
Ella Wilder just wanted to practise medicine — even as a
corporation vied to take over her family’s beloved hospital. But
when corporate executive J.D. Sumner fell and shattered his leg on
the grounds of Walnut River General, Ella rose to the occasion.

Georgie Lee

Scandal In The Boardroom
His By Design / The CEO’s Accidental Bride /
Vows & A Vengeful Groom

Dani Wade / Barbara Dunlop /
Bronwyn Jameson

Wilder Beginnings
Falling For The M.D. / First-Time Valentine /
Paging Dr. Daddy

Marie Ferrarella / Mary J. Forbes
/ Teresa Southwick

Hometown Heartbreakers Vol 1
The Best Bride / Marriage On Demand / Father
In Training

Susan Mallery

HOT PRICE
The Platinum Collection: Lynne Graham
The Frenchman’s Love-Child/The Italian Boss’s
Mistress/The Banker’s Convenient Wife

❏ 9781489258250

The Platinum Collection: Caitlin Crews
Heiress Behind The Headlines/No More Sweet
Surrender/A Royal Without Rules

$22.50

$29.99

$22.50

Though handsome Dr. Wilder seemed as arrogant as they came,
Courtney Albright couldn’t ignore the electricity between her
and the bad boy surgeon. Could these two opposites accept a new
diagnosis...love?

A Passionate Promise
A Debt Paid In Marriage / A Too Convenient
Marriage

SPECIAL OFFER
❏ 9781489255129

$29.99

Paging Dr. Daddy

Hotshot plastic surgeon David Wilder was used to operating on
Beverly Hills beauties. But when he agreed to assist temporarily at
Walnut River’s small-town hospital, his world was turned upside
down by a gorgeous little girl — and her equally captivating mother.

$14.99

ONLINE

Wilder
The Greek’s Tiny Miracle

Beginnings
DISCOVER MORE

AUS $17.99
NZ $17.99
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His By Design

WA D E

$12.75

Sloan will have his way — in business and in pleasure. He’ll regain
control of his father’s company, and he’ll have this woman — not
necessarily in that order. But just as his plans fall into place, Ziara’s
past threatens to tear them apart at the seams…

According to the Glenwood rumour mill, Austin Lucas is temptation
incarnate. Even the bashful, cherubic Rebecca Chambers, who
runs a home for orphaned children, finds herself tempted by
Austin’s sexy self-assurance. Still, with so many women vying for his
attention, surely he’ll never notice such a tongue-tied wallflower.
But, after a stormy evening becomes a night of passion, gentle
Rebecca has indeed captured Austin’s attention — and his desire.
Has the small-town saint led the sinner to salvation? Or can Austin
really be trusted with Rebecca’s heart?

There was no way multi-millionaire Zach Harper would split his
inheritance with a stranger — even if she was his wife. What had
supposedly been a prank Vegas wedding to Kaitlin Saville was very
real. And according to his late grandmother’s will, Zach’s future was
tied to Kaitlin…forever.

$12.75

The CEO truly believed he could buy off his bride with a few
million. However, Kaitlin didn’t want money. She wanted an
opportunity only Zach could provide. So he offered her a job,
vowing never to consummate their marriage. But some vows were
meant to be broken…

$13.50

Ric Perrini, chairman of Blackstone Diamonds and Sydney’s sexiest
bachelor, still had one elusive prize to catch: Kimberley Blackstone.
Luring her back to her estranged father’s company, back to her
birthright, would be Ric’s toughest job ever. Luring her back into his
arms, his most pleasurable. Ric had laid claim to part of Kim before;
this time he’d accept nothing but her total surrender…

JAMESON

Susan Mallery

$17.99

Cover designed by Christine Baker
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AUS $16.99
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Hometown
Heartbreakers
Volume 1

Father In Training

Single mum Sandy Walker came to Glenwood seeking a quiet,
friendly place to raise her three children. No way was she looking
for a walk on the wild side with notorious bachelor Kyle Haynes. So
what
DA Nif Ithe impossibly sexy deputy enthralled her kids and made
Sandy ache with desire? She needed a provider, not an adventurer.
WA D E
For sixteen years, Kyle had been harbouring a crush on Sandy. And
have it, she didn’t want to be anything more than
B Aas
R Bluck
A Rwould
A
Dfriends.
U N L She
O P insisted he wasn’t the father type. But didn’t she realise
he’d been in training for this all his life?

Vows & A Vengeful Groom

$17.99

B RO N W Y N

JAMESON

Marriage On Demand

The CEO’s Accidental Bride

$16.99

DUNLOP

Elizabeth Abbott is finally pulling her life back together. She’s
endured enough heartbreak at the hands of her deceitful exhusband and is determined to provide a happy life for her daughter.
That’s exactly why she should stay away from Travis Haynes, the
sheriff of Glenwood, with his trademark Stetson and sexy smile.
With all of her broken heart, Elizabeth longs to trust the legendary
lawman, to let him past the walls she has built up so carefully. But
will her shattered past forever hold her hostage, even from a love
that could make her whole?

Ziara Divan came from nothing and worked hard to earn her
position at Atlanta’s most prestigious bridal fashion house. So when
her new boss Sloan Creighton tries to seduce her in a power play,
she’s not having it…even if he’s irresistible.

$16.99
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$13.50
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Sharon Kendrick / Dani
Collins / Rebecca Winters

$17.99

$13.50

Olivia Logan has a plan: win back her ex by making
him see what he’s missing. But first she needs to find
a man who’s willing to play along. With his laid-back
cowboy charm and knack for getting under her skin,
Luke Hollister is an unlikely hero — but he wants her
help convincing her father to sell him land, which
means he needs her as much as she needs him.

$17.99

$11.70

$17.99

$11.70

Luke likes his life — and his women — uncomplicated.
So why does good girl Olivia heat his blood like no
one else? She’s always been off-limits, but the more
time they spend as Gold Valley’s hottest new “couple”,
the more real it’s starting to feel. Luke was supposed
to help her win back another man…not keep her in
his arms. But now that he has her there, he’s not sure
he’ll ever let go.

Caitlin Crews

Soldier Alex Dane promised his dying comrade he’d make sure his
wife and daughter were okay, and so he finds himself on a doorstep
with his heart in his mouth.

Lisa Kennedy loved her husband, but she must focus on her
daughter, Lilly, who hasn’t spoken since her daddy’s death. Still, the
least she can do is offer this battle-weary hero a place to rest. When
Lilly’s little hand reaches for Alex’s big, strong one, for the first time
Lisa feels her buried emotions begin to stir.

The Army Ranger’s Return

As nervous as a teenager before her first date, Jessica Mitchell waits
for Special Forces ranger Ryan McAdams — her best friend for the
last year whom she’s also never met! They were pen pals while Ryan
was fighting for their country and while Jessica was secretly fighting
her own demons back home.
She knows widower Ryan’s fears of returning to civilian life and his
hopes of reconnecting with his son. Now she can’t wait to finally
meet him face to face — to hear his voice and see his smile...

The Soldier’s Sweetheart

Returning Special Forces soldier Nate Calhoun is struggling to
adjust to small-town life. It’s a relief to get back to the bunkhouse
with only his memories and a bottle of bourbon for company.

Only Sarah Anderson can see straight through Nate’s surly exterior
to his pain. As childhood sweethearts they were inseparable — until
he left, shattering her heart. But hanging out like they used to —
racing horses and shooting the breeze on the ranch — they begin to
see that there might be that spark still between them...

FICTION
AUS $19.99 NZ $19.99

FICTION
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Soldier On
Doorstep
N EWHer
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TI M ES BE STSELLIN G AU THOR

Welcome to Gold Valley, Oregon, where a
rough-and-tumble rancher and the girl next
door are about to learn that opposites attract.

Lynne Graham
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Rebecca Winters

Navy SEAL Captain Nikos Vassalos is a shell of the man he once was.
Tortured by PTSD, he isolates himself on his luxury yacht. But his bitter
solitude is interrupted by a heavily pregnant woman who tells him he’s
about to be a dad!
Stephanie Walsh is determined that her baby will know its father. Only
this cold, suspicious Nikos is not the man she once fell for. Will the tiny
miracle growing inside her help them find the happy ending they both
Healing
hearts in Walnut River
deserve
— together?

/millsandboonaustralia

Surrogate Escape
0318

Dani Collins

Jaya. Her name reverberates around Theo Makricosta’s head in time to
the whirring blades of his private helicopter. He must find her to help
care for his infant niece and nephew. It’s not because he hasn’t stopped
thinking about the single night of mind-blowing passion he shared with
the exotic beauty.
Jaya Powers couldn’t refuse her gorgeous millionaire Greek boss when
she worked for him and she can’t refuse him now! Only this time she
has a secret. Their night together had consequences that will change
Theo’s perfectly ordered existence forever!

millsandboon.com.au
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Sharon Kendrick

An Heir To Bind Them

$11.25

Cover designed by Christine Baker

DISCOVER MORE

AUS $16.99
NZ $16.99
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Carrying
The Greek’s Heir
GREAT

From the moment
READShard-working Ellie Brooks met mogul Alek Sarantos,
her life started to go off the rails. First she was fired and now she’s
pregnant with the ruthless Greek’s baby!
When Ellie shows up demanding Alek legitimise their unborn child, he
shocks himself and agrees to her outrageous request! Catapulted into
a world she wasn’t meant for, with a husband she shouldn’t desire, Ellie
finds her resolve wavering. Until a tiny kick from within reminds her why
she made a deal with this handsome devil: her baby, his heir…

J.D. intended the trip to his hometown to be strictly business, but
Ella might just be the antidote to his hardened heart.

Carole Mortimer

Greek Bachelors: Bound By His Heir
Carrying The Greek’s Heir / An Heir To Bind
Them / The Greek’s Tiny Miracle

$21.00

Bethany Holloway was on a mission to bring Walnut River into the
future — with or without Peter. But the heated arguments between
them sparked an unmistakable fire of attraction. Would Bethany
give Dr. Wilder a taste of bitter medicine — or take over his heart?

12/12/17 4:28 PM

12/11/17 3:53 PM
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JENNA KERNAN

DISCOVER MORE

‘London is at the top of her game.’
—Booklist on Wild Wicked Scot (starred review)

Spine 35.25mm

Cover images © iStock

Smooth-Talking
Cowboy
harlequinbooks.com.au

Honourable.
Courageous.
Home at last...

Return
OF

Sor ay a Lane

NZ: (09) 837 1553

Linda O. Johnston

Tartan

COV_DevilInTartan_0318.indd 1

$9.75
$15.00

Successful doctor Peter Wilder was facing off against a huge
conglomerate vying to take over the small-town hospital his family
had run for years. At least Peter knew he had every member of the
board of directors on his side...except for one.

Prince Of A Man
Prince’s Passion / Prince’s Pleasure / Prince’s
Love-Child

Hometown Heartbreakers Vol 2
Part-Time Wife / Holly And Mistletoe / Husband
By The Hour

$9.75

Spine 29.25mm

$12.99
Falling For The M.D.
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COLTON K-9
BODYGUARD
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MAIL

Apache Protectors: Wolf Den

$12.99
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Smooth-Talking
Cowboy

Kelly Hunter

NZ $14.99
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SurrogateLara
Escape
Lacombe
A newborn abandoned in his truck? Tribal policeman Jake
Redhorse immediately summons nurse Lori Mott — his former
fiancée — for help. But Jake jilted Lori and now must regain
her trust, while fighting awakening desires neither can deny.
The infant they adore offers them a second chance...if they can
discover why she’s the target of kidnappers.

@millsandboonAUS

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR

$14.99
AUS $14.99

When a gunshot rips streetwise police officer Gina Galvan from
the line of duty, all she wants is to return to the front line and stop
a shooter. But good guy physical therapist Mike Cutler won’t back
down from a challenge, or his blazing attraction to Gina. Without
a badge or a gun, Mike is ready to face anyone — including a
killer — to prove he’s every inch a hero.

JENNA KERNAN

Meredith Webber

The Precinct

Surrogate Escape

$11.25

Kansas City Cop

JULIE MILLER

$14.99

Devastated after her father’s murder, Amber Belott keeps his
legacy alive by saving his K-9 Ranch. Her first move? Hiring Evan
Colluro, a former military K-9 trainer, who impresses — and
attracts — her. If only she weren’t his boss...and his past didn’t
trouble him. Evan joins Amber in investigating, but when chaos
erupts, it threatens all that’s drawing them together.

LINDA O. JOHNSTON

SECOND CHANCE SOLDIER
K-9 Ranch Rescue

❏ 9781489258342

Kansas City Cop

$11.25

Second Chance Soldier

DTC_Newsletter_Final.indd 4-5

LARA LACOMBE

$14.99
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JULIE MILLER
Colton K-9
Bodyguard

Lara Lacombe / Linda O.Johnston

2
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Kansas City Cop

K-9 officer Micah Shaw never thought tracking a serial killer
would lead him to discover the woman he once loved on the brink
of death. Vulnerable and under siege, Bea Colton needs him now
more than ever. Their relationship didn’t succeed years ago, but
their second-chance attraction is an all-too-deadly distraction:
one that could kill!

AUS: 1300 659 500

❏ 9781489257178
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The Coltons Of Red Ridge
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Rachel Lee / Marilyn Pappano

TO ORDER

$11.25
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Conard County Revenge /
Killer Secrets

3 EASY WAYS

Rescued By The Earl’s Vows
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A killer’s on the loose and love is on the line.

Misbehaving With The Magnate / A Prince And
A Pregnancy

ANN LETHBRIDGE

For The Officer

❏ 9781489257161
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Found: One Husband / Claimed: One Wife

CHRISTY JEFFRIES
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Return

Stranded With The Suspect /
Appalachian Abduction
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Maisey Yates

❏ 9781489257147
From Governess To Countess

A Proposal

$11.25

DISCOVER MORE

$14.99

ANN LETHBRIDGE

Julie Miller /
Jenna Kernan
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The Fortune

Rescued By
The Earl’s Vows

Kansas City Cop /
Surrogate Escape

$14.99
AUS $14.99
NZ $14.99

MARIE FERRARELLA

Most Likely To...

MARGUERITE KAYE

Delores Fossen /
Carol Ericson

When Lady Tess Ingram bursts into Jaimie, Earl of Sandford’s
offices seeking help to avoid forced marriage or banishment, he’s
her last resort. Tess isn’t convinced she can trust Jaimie — or any
man — but her tenacity compels him to come to her aid. What
starts as a convenient arrangement soon turns into more than is
strictly proper…

DISCOVER MORE

NZ $14.99
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Smooth-Talking Cowboy

❏ 9781489257130

From Governess
To Countess

Lawman From Her Past /
Bulletproof SEAL

CHRISTY JEFFRIES

$11.25

$14.99

Count Aleksei Derevenko has hired governess Allison Galbraith
for her skills as a herbalist, not a mistress! But when rumours
spread, Allison is more shocked by her wanton reaction to
Aleksei — inscrutable and impossibly handsome, his icy-blue
eyes promise white-hot nights of sin. She knows how fragile her
reputation is, but will the price of their passion be worth paying?

Rescued By The Earl’s Vows
A Proposal
For The Officer

Temporarily grounded combat pilot Molly Markham didn’t come
to Sugar Falls to get serious about a man she barely knows! But
when Kaleb Chatterson becomes her unexpected hero, she
agrees to date the billionaire software developer to keep their
secret from getting out. Except the sexy brainiac — and her
pretend boyfriend — is fast turning into the man of her dreams…

MARIE FERRARELLA

American Heroes

They’re coming home — and finding love!

The Fortune
Most Likely To...

$11.25

$14.99

A Proposal For The Officer

Matches Made In Scandal
Disgraced…yet destined for passion!

P RI N CE O F A MA N
AUS $14.99

DISCOVER MORE

NZ $14.99

❏ 9781489259561

From Governess To Countess

$11.25

Dr Everett Fortunado is sitting on the biggest secret to hit Texas
— but nothing’s more shocking than finding Lila Clark working
for the Fortunes. Years ago a teen pregnancy forced her to give
up their baby...and Everett. Lila’s not one for second chances, but
that won’t stop Everett from trying. Because this time around, he
knows the meaning of family. And he wants his — with Lila!

‘Julia London writes vibrant, emotional stories and sexy,
richly drawn characters.’
— New York Times bestselling author Madeline Hunter

Cover designed by Christine Baker

Heather Graham

The Fortune Most Likely To…

CAROLE
MORTIMER

$11.25
$15.00

$14.99
$19.99

AUS $14.99

Karen Harper

❏ 9781489257963

Tied, captive and forced to watch a stunning siren captain
the Mackenzie ship, Aulay burns with the desire to seize
control — of the ship and Lottie. He has resigned himself
to a life of solitude on the open seas, but her beauty
B ESTSELLIN
G AUTHOR
tantalises him to theUSA
pointTODAY
of fiery despair.
As authorities
and enemies close in, he is torn between surrendering her
to justice and defending her from assailants. He’ll lose her
forever, unless he’s willing to sacrifice the unimaginable…

Prince’s Love-Child

A Dangerous Game

0318

Lottie Livingstone bears the weight of an island on her
shoulders. Under threat of losing their home, she and her
clan take to the seas to sell a shipload of illegal whiskey.
When an attack leaves them vulnerable, she transforms
from a maiden daughter to a clever warrior. For survival,
she orchestrates the siege of a rival’s ship and now holds
the devilish Scottish pirate Aulay Mackenzie under
her command.

Five years ago, Sapphire Benedict lost her virginity to hunky
Hollywood screenwriter Rik Prince. But, convinced that Rik was
really in love with her sister, Sapphie knew she could never see
him again or tell him of the consequence of their brief affair!
When she unexpectedly meets Rik again in Paris, Sapphie
realises that she has never stopped loving him. But there is no
way she can declare her feelings…let alone tell Rik that he’s the
father of their beautiful son!

Julia London
Paula Marshall

Shallow Grave

JACKIE ASHENDEN

$10.50

$13.99

❏ 9781489255334

❏ 9781489258267

Prince’s Pleasure

Reporter Tyler Wood can’t believe her luck when she gets to
shadow handsome Hollywood actor Zak Prince for a week. Zak
can’t believe his luck either — he hadn’t wanted to be followed
around by some nosy reporter, but working with this stunning
brunette won’t be a hardship at all! Soon, however, candid
photos are appearing in the press. Zak feels furious and betrayed
— could Tyler have set him up?

❏ 9781489255327
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Lyn Stone

Peril and passion on enemy seas…

$11.25

Devil in Tartan
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The Substitute Countess /
Devil In Tartan
Quills - The Dilhorne Dynasty
Hester Waring’s Marriage
An Unconventional Heiress
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Brenda Harlen /
Stacy Connelly
Lynne Marshall /
Laurel Greer
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3-IN-1 GREAT VALUE

Film director Nik Prince is bent on transforming a worldwide
bestseller into a blockbuster movie, and he must track down
the reclusive author of the book. But stubborn Jinx Nixon is in
his way. Jinx knows the identity of the writer though she’s not
about to reveal it! But Nik is as strong-willed as she is and that,
combined with his good looks, arrogance and ruthlessness,
means she will have to fight very hard to control the attraction
she feels towards him — and to keep her secret!

$14.99
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$11.25

Prince’s Passion

Volume 1

The Sheriff’s Nine-Month Surprise /
The Best Man Takes A Bride
Forever A Father /
From Exes To Expecting

$11.25
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Marie Ferrarella /
Christy Jeffries
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The Ton’s Most Notorious Rake /
Lord Ravenscar’s Inconvenient Betrothal

$14.99
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Sharon Kendrick
Dani Collins
Rebecca Winters

The Fortune Most Likely To... /
A Proposal For The Officer

$14.99

JESSICA LEMMON

Dani Wade / Reese Ryan

$11.25

Lone Star Lovers

Taming The Billionaire / Savannah’s Secrets

$14.99
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Found: One Husband
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The Right Cowboy
A Home With
The Rancher

DISCOVER MORE

AUS $14.99

DISCOVER MORE

Marie Ferrarella
Mary J. Forbes
Teresa Southwick

Dane ‘Smoke’ Kingsolver and Cat Livingston need to fake a
relationship to get her abusive ex off her back. Convincing
people their friendship has heated up to scorching levels is
unexpectedly easy! But when their red-hot chemistry threatens
to ruin everything they’ve ever known, can they go back to
what they had before? And do they even want to?

DISCOVER MORE

AUS $14.99

AUSTRALIAN FAVOURITES
❏ 9781489257956

The solution? Mind-blowing pleasure!

Dallas Billionaires Club
Penelope Brand’s hookup with billionaire Zach Ferguson was
casual. Until he announces her as his fake fiancée to avoid scandal
— and she discovers she’s pregnant! Now Zach demands they say
‘I do’ for their child. But Pen won’t settle for a sham marriage. If
Zach wants to keep his Lone Star lover, it’s his whole heart
or nothing…

ROMANTIC SUSPENSE

❏ 9781489257949

‘We have to act like a
real couple…’

Meredith
Webber

$11.25

$14.99

AUS $14.99

The Right Cowboy

$11.25

LONE STAR LOVERS

$11.25

APRIL ARRINGTON

$14.99

Will the scandal of the century lead to love for these rich ranchers?

Millionaire Rand Gibson’s proposal shocks Allison Cartwright. He
needs a wife to debunk his playboy image and her fresh-faced
look is perfect for the role. Allison insists sex is off the table. Yet
she fears their bodies will betray them. Though the Irish-born
writer wants to stay in America, is she desperate enough to marry
a man who could break her heart in the bargain?

$14.99

Undercover real estate developer Dani Vaughn is desperate to
earn her ruthless father’s approval. To do that, she must convince
Mac to give up Elk Valley. But getting the handsome rancher
to sell is near impossible — especially now that she’s falling for
Mac and his family. But Dani’s secret still stands between her and
happiness. Will the truth drive Mac away?

Wilder

$6.00
$6.00
$11.25

$11.25

Beginnings

$7.99
$7.99
$14.99

A CONVENIENT
TEXAS WEDDING
Texas Cattleman’s Club: The Impostor

SHERI WHITEFEATHER

Annie Claydon
Susan Carlisle
Tina Beckett /
Lucy Ryder
Louisa Heaton /
Becky Wicks
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JACKIE ASHENDEN Ruined
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A Convenient
Texas Wedding

Healed By The Single Dad Doc
Redeeming The Rebel Doc
The Doctors’ Baby Miracle /
Resisting Her Commander Hero
A Child To Heal Them /
Tempted By Her Hot-Shot Doc

INTRIGUE

❏ 9781489257024

Spine 15.25mm

COV_MedicalSingle_0318.indd 2

$14.99

A Home With
The Rancher

12/13/17 9:42 AM

Spine 17mm

Elk Valley, Tennessee

He’s got to get this rule changed. He knows how fraternisation
between colleagues can break hearts, ruin careers and even lives.
Yet, for this wonderful woman he’s prepared to break his own
rule — if she’ll ever let him. Because Sally has her own reasons for
keeping her boss out of her personal life…

NZ $14.99

REBECCA WINTERS

COV_ForeverRomance_0318_R.indd 1

CHERISH

❏ 9781489257017

0318

A Home With The Rancher
Widowed single dad Mac Tenley is determined to save his family’s
struggling guest ranch, Elk Valley. But the only applicant for his
ranch hand position is a beautiful mystery woman from New York
City…with no experience!

PRI N C E
OF A MAN

@millsandboonAUS

Sheri WhiteFeather /
Jessica Lemmon

❏ 9781489256973

/millsandboonaustralia

Tamsin has moved on, but when her family’s ranch is targeted
by an arsonist, Cole wants to help catch the culprit. Could she
consider giving him a second chance? That is, if the truth behind
why he left doesn’t break her heart all over again.

The best of Australian romance

❏ 9781489257109

MIRA

millsandboon.com.au
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When Cole Hawkins left Whitebark, Wyoming, he couldn’t tell a
soul the real reason why. Now, after nearly a decade, he’s back.
And he has every intention of reclaiming Tamsin Rayburn.

Found: One Husband

0318

Claimed: One Wife
Neurosurgeon Grant Hudson is stressed. He has a new job, his
brother is missing and the new co-ed changing room is causing
his blood pressure to rise — or rather, the sight of his semi-naked
senior resident Dr Sally Cochrane is.

Linda Warren / Pamela Britton

Marguerite Kaye /
Ann Lethbridge

Redeeming The Rebel Doc

DISCOVER MORE

AUS $7.99
NZ $7.99
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A Convenient Texas Wedding /
Lone Star Lovers

❏ 9781489256966

LARGER PRINT

Wind River Cowboys

Either way, they had to get to a hospital pronto. They agreed
to call him Jack. As they snuggled together under one sleeping
bag, Sam sensed complication. Her attraction for this intriguing
stranger with a wedding ring was about to lead her into very
unknown territory!

Rebecca Winters / April Arrington

From Governess To Countess /
Rescued By The Earl’s Vows

❏ 9781489257208
❏ 9781489257123

The Right Cowboy

$6.00
$6.00
$6.00

$7.99
$7.99
$7.99

Trish Milburn / Pamela Britton

❏ 9781489257093

S U S A N CA R L I S L E

/millsandboonaustralia

Found: One Husband

He fell at her feet, literally, out in the Australian rainforest. Nurse
Sam Abbot knew the man was injured, and it wasn’t just his ankle.
The only thing he could remember was some medical knowledge.
Was he a doctor?

Claimed: One Wife
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❏ 9781489257048

❏ 9781489256959

Spanish Billionaire

rebellious surgeon Rex Maxwell is ready to get back on top of
his game! So when buttoned-up but beautiful PR exec Tiffani
JESSICA
GILMORE
Romano insists on making
him the
centre of his hospital’s
campaign, he reluctantly agrees. And though she tries hard
not
letRhim,
LA
R to
GE
P RRex
I N is
T determined to get under her skin…

$11.25

$14.99

NZ $14.99

Sara Orwig /
Catherine Mann

❏ 9781489257000

Baby Surprise For The
After successfully fighting a year-long lawsuit, handsome and

DISCOVER MORE

AUS $14.99

Jennifer Faye /
Andrea Bolter

but will this doc be too hot to handle?

Redeeming The Rebel Doc

Beauty and Her Boss /
Her Las Vegas Wedding

$11.25

$14.99

She wasMICHELLE
hired DOUGLAS
to rebuild
Australian Author
his reputation…

SUSAN CARLISLE

LP

Michelle Douglas /
Jessica Gilmore

Twins For The Rancher /
Rodeo Legends: Shane
The Right Cowboy /
A Home With The Rancher
Tomas: Cowboy Homecoming / The Texan’s Twins

Spine 18.75mm

$6.00

HISTORICAL
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His In-Tray

JESSICA GILMORE

More at home with a book than on the beach, Dr Anna Gray
has stepped out of her comfort zone to help her mother prepare
her Wedding Island resort for its first event. But when delicious
Leo di Marquez sails onto La Isla Marina, Anna is tempted into
dropping her guard one kiss at a time — and with
unexpected consequences!

Married For His Heir /
The Double Deal

❏ 9781489256997

❏ 9781489257086

A Baby In

WEDDING ISLAND
A romantic place in the Mediterranean weaves its magic!

❏ 9781489257031

❏ 9781489256980

Convenient Bride
For The King
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A BABY IN HIS IN-TRAY

DESIRE

❏ 9781489257055

KELLY HUNTER

❏ 9781489257079
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BABY SURPRISE FOR THE
SPANISH BILLIONAIRE

Riley Pine
Katee Robert
Jackie Ashenden
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Baby Surprise For
The Spanish Billionaire

❏ 9781489256881

AUSTRALIAN AUTHOR

Spine 12.25mm

$11.25

My Royal Temptation
Make Me Want
Ruined

❏ 9781489257062
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$14.99

❏ 9781489256928
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$7.99
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When her identical twin sister begs her to take her place for a
week, working for business hotshot Lord Sebastian Tyrell, Liv
Gilmour can’t say no — after all, the boss will be away! Until
someone abandons a baby in his office, with a note demanding
that Sebastian take care of it! Sebastian’s swift return sees her
suddenly up close and personal with the sexy boss…and a baby
who needs them both!

Nicola Marsh

WESTERN ROMANCE					
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MEDICAL
❏ 9781489256850
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MICHELLE DOUGLAS

❏ 9781489256843

A Baby In His In-Tray / Baby Surprise For
The Spanish Billionaire

NZ $7.99
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FOREVER ROMANCE
❏ 9781489256836

DISCOVER MORE

AUS $7.99
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Sweet Thing

MEREDITH WEBBER

Robyn Grady

ANNIE WEST
Contracted For
The Petrakis Heir

$11.25

$14.99

Convenient Bride For The King

The Untamed Millionaire
Devil In A Dark Blue Suit
Naughty Nights In The Millionaire’s Mansion
Every Girl’s Secret Fantasy

AUSTRALIAN AUTHOR

millsandboon.com.au
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A Baby In His In-Tray

❏ 9781489256904

Lynn Raye Harris

But will she let him unlock the passion within?
King Theodosius must find a queen in order to keep his
throne, but his less than romantic proposal letter leaves
sheltered Princess Moriana cold. So Theo decides to make
Moriana an offer she can’t refuse. If she’ll consider becoming
his bride he’ll heat things up by initiating his innocent queen
into the pleasures of the marriage bed…

DISCOVER MORE

AUS $7.99
NZ $7.99

A Devilish Arrangement
The Devil’s Heart
A Game With One Winner
Unnoticed And Untouched

She refused his royal proposal…

But this baby bombshell is nothing compared to
Adoni’s scandalous solution…!

A positive pregnancy test isn’t the only reminder Alice has
of her one scorching night with Adoni Petrakis. As she
defiantly tells him the news, memories of his skilled touch
overwhelm her! The contract he draws up to claim their
child is utterly shocking. As is her realisation that she’s still
inescapably in thrall to this vengeful Greek!

BY REQUEST
❏ 9781489256898

$6.00
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$6.00
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A Claimed By A King story

KELLY HUNTER

$7.99
‘I’m pregnant.’
$7.99
$7.99
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$7.99
$7.99
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$7.99

A One Night With Consequences story

❏ 9781489256911
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Contracted For The Petrakis Heir
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Sharon Kendrick
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Robyn Donald
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ANNIE WEST

Bound To The Sicilian's Bed
Contracted For The Petrakis Heir
Convenient Bride For The King
Claimed By Her Billionaire Protector
His Mistress By Blackmail
The Greek's Secret Son
A Deal For Her Innocence
Hired For Romano's Pleasure
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